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The Bone Garden
Receiving a grisly communication in the wake of an
eminent Canadian paleontologist's disappearance,
Kay Scarpetta investigates the discovery of a body in
Boston Harbor and clues about other unsolved cases,
a situation that makes Scarpetta wonder who she can
trust.

Salvage the Bones
Betsy Haynes delivers hair-raising chills and revolting
humour in this tale of horror.
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The Thing Under the Bed
Hilary and Mark Bradley are trapped in a web of
suspicion. Last year, accusations of a torrid affair with
a student cost Mark his teaching job and made the
young couple into outcasts in their remote island
town off the Lake Michigan coast. Now another
teenage girl is found dead on a deserted beach. . .
and once again, Mark faces a hostile town convinced
of his guilt. Hilary Bradley is determined to prove that
Mark is innocent, but she's on a lonely, dangerous
quest. Even when she discovers that the murdered
girl was witness to a horrific crime years earlier, the
police are certain she's throwing up a smoke screen
to protect her husband. Only a quirky detective
named Cab Bolton seems willing to believe Hilary's
story. Hilary and Cab soon find that people in this
community are willing to kill to keep their secrets
hidden—and to make sure Mark doesn't get away with
murder. And with each shocking revelation, even
Hilary begins to wonder whether her husband is truly
innocent. Freeman's The Bone House, his first standalone thriller since his Stride novels, is a knockout.

Zero at the Bone
A collection of pulse-pounding tales featuring forensic
anthropologist Temperance Brennan—including the
untold story of her first case! This ebook edition
contains a special preview of Kathy Reichs’s
upcoming novel Two Nights. The #1 New York Times
bestselling author behind the hit Fox series Bones,
Kathy Reichs is renowned for chilling suspense and
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fascinating forensic detail. The Bone Collection
presents her trademark artistry in this collection of
thrilling short fiction. In First Bones, a prequel to
Reichs’s first novel, Déjà Dead, she at last reveals the
tale of how Tempe became a forensic anthropologist.
In this never-before-published story, Tempe recalls
the case that lured her from a promising career in
academia into the grim but addictive world of criminal
investigation. (It all began with a visit from a pair of
detectives—and a John Doe recovered from an arson
scene in a trailer.) The collection is rounded out with
three more stories that take Tempe from the low
country of the Florida Everglades, where she makes a
grisly discovery in the stomach of an eighteen-foot
Burmese python, to the heights of Mount Everest,
where a frozen corpse is unearthed. No matter where
she goes, Tempe’s cases make for the most gripping
reading. Praise for Kathy Reichs and the Temperance
Brennan series “Nobody does forensics thrillers like
Kathy Reichs. She’s the real deal.”—David Baldacci
“Kathy Reichs writes smart—no, make that
brilliant—mysteries that are as realistic as nonfiction
and as fast-paced as the best thrillers about Jack
Reacher or Alex Cross.”—James Patterson “Every
minute in the morgue with Tempe is golden.”—The
New York Times Book Review

The Bone Collection
'A beguiling author who interweaves past and
present' The Times An excavation at the lost gardens
of Earlsacre Hall is halted when a skeleton is
discovered beneath a 300-year-old stone plinth - the
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remains of a woman who was buried alive. But even
when more skeletons are found in the walled garden,
DS Wesley Peterson has more pressing matters on his
hands. A man has been stabbed to death at a holiday
park and the only clue to his identity is a newspaper
cutting about the restoration of Earlsacre Hall
gardens. Local solicitor Brian Willerby is eager to talk
to Wesley about the case, but before Brian can reveal
his secret he is killed. What is it about Earlsacre Hall
that leads people to murder? And what is the sinister
secret of the bone garden? For someone close to
Wesley, time is running out . . . Whether you've read
the whole series, or are discovering Kate Ellis's DI
Wesley Peterson novels for the first time, this is the
perfect, gripping mystery if you love reading Elly
Griffiths and Ann Cleeves.

Speaking in Bones
The world's bestselling crime writer Patricia Cornwell
presents an extraordinary novel in which Kay
Scarpetta is confronted with a case that could ruin her
professionally-and personally.

Bone By Bone
Osteoporosis affects the osteo-articular system.
However, there are hormonal, kidney related,
gastrointestinal and neuromuscular factors among
other, that can be involved in the etiopathogenesis of
the disease. In the other hand, for osteoporosis
prevention there are many lifestyle conditions that
are very important, as dietary habits, physical
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activity, drugs and caffeine intake, smoking,
associated diseases, etc. Based on the above,
treatment and prevention of osteoporosis have to be
addressed in a multidisciplinary and integral
approach. The knowledge about bone metabolism and
the related disorders represents an extensive field
that is currently increasing through many
investigations conducted in the world. The purpose of
this book is to show several reviews and original
investigations related with osteoporosis.

A New Horned Dinosaur from an Upper
Cretaceous Bone Bed in Alberta
Orphaned by the Border Wars, Alina Starkov is taken
to become the protegâe of the mysterious Darkling,
who trains her to join the magical elite in the belief
that she is the Sun Summoner, who can destroy the
monsters of the Fold.

The Bone Garden
A thrilling journey into the minds of African elephants
as they struggle to survive. If, as many recent
nonfiction bestsellers have revealed, animals possess
emotions and awareness, they must also have stories.
In The White Bone, a novel imagined entirely from the
perspective of African elephants, Barbara Gowdy
creates a world whole and separate that yet
illuminates our own. For years, young Mud and her
family have roamed the high grasses, swamps, and
deserts of the sub-Sahara. Now the earth is scorched
by drought, and the mutilated bodies of family and
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friends lie scattered on the ground, shot down by
ivory hunters. Nothing-not the once familiar terrain, or
the age-old rhythms of life, or even memory itselfseems reliable anymore. Yet a slim prophecy of hope
is passed on from water hole to water hole: the
sacred white bone of legend will point the elephants
toward the Safe Place. And so begins a quest through
Africa's vast and perilous plains-until at last the
survivors face a decisive trial of loyalty and courage.
In The White Bone, Barbara Gowdy performs a feat of
imagination virtually unparalleled in modern fiction.
Plunged into an alien landscape, we orient ourselves
in elephant time, elephant space, elephant
consciousness and begin to feel, as Gowdy puts it,
"what it would be like to be that big and gentle, to be
that imperiled, and to have that prodigious memory."

The Bone Bed
Synopsis: A woman has vanished while digging a
dinosaur bone bed in the remote wilderness of
Canada. Somehow, the only evidence has made its
way to the inbox of Chief Medical Examiner Kay
Scarpetta, over two thousand miles away in Boston.
She has no idea why. But as events unfold with
alarming speed, Scarpetta begins to suspect that the
paleontologist’s disappearance is connected to a
series of crimes much closer to home: a gruesome
murder, inexplicable tortures, and trace evidence
from the last living creatures of the dinosaur age.
When she turns to those around her, Scarpetta finds
that the danger and suspicion have penetrated even
her closest circles. Her niece Lucy speaks in riddles.
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Her lead investigator, Pete Marino, and FBI forensic
psychologist and husband, Benton Wesley, have
secrets of their own. Feeling alone and betrayed,
Scarpetta is tempted by someone from her past as
she tracks a killer both cunning and cruel. This is Kay
Scarpetta as you have never seen her before. The
Bone Bed is a must read for any fan of this series, or
an ideal starting point for new readers. Library
Journal: First, a leading paleontologist goes missing
from a dinosaur dig in Canada. Then a body is heaved
out of Boston Harbor. Soon, other curious, unsolved
cases pile up, and forensic expert Kay Scarpetta has
her hands full. Cornwell has been struggling lately;
see what happens, and buy for her fans. Biography:
Readers of Patricia Cornwell's crime novels need a
strong stomach, both for the gruesome details and
the suspenseful turns of her plots. With medical
examiner Kay Scarpetta, Cornwell created a cool and
compelling heroine who repeatedly draws readers
back for more.

The Bone Bed
Returning to Cambridge after witnessing one of the
worst mass killings in U.S. history, an exhausted
Scarpetta investigates the murder of a young
graduate student who is subsequently linked to
bizarre homicides in Washington, D.C., where
Scarpetta's FBI agent husband is tracking down a
serial killer. Reprint.

Fire, Bed, and Bone
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On the opening night of New York's biggest Hollywood
event, special task force NYPD Red is on high alert -and they can't afford to make a single mistake. NYPD
Red is a special task force charged with protecting the
interests of Manhattan's wealthiest and most powerful
citizens. When a world-famous movie producer is
poisoned on the first day of a Manhattan film festival
called Hollywood on the Hudson, they are the first
ones called. Then an actor is killed on the set of a
film. And a Molotov cocktail explodes at a movie
premiere. Detective First Grade Zach Jordan and his
new partner-and ex-girlfriend-Detective Kylie
MacDonald are assigned to the case. The killer has
every murder, every escape, planned down to the last
detail-and he's scripted an explosive finale that will
bring New York and Hollywood to its knees. With
larger-than-life action, relentless speed, and whiteknuckle twists, NYPD Red is a mega-blockbuster from
"The Man Who Can't Miss." (Time).

Red at the Bone
Devon Monk is casting a spell on the fantasy world
Using magic means it uses you back, and every spell
exacts a price from its user. But some people get out
of it by Offloading the cost of magic onto an innocent.
Then it’s Allison Beckstrom’s job to identify the spellcaster. Allie would rather live a hand-to-mouth
existence than accept the family fortune—and the
strings that come with it. But when she finds a boy
dying from a magical Offload that has her father’s
signature all over it, Allie is thrown back into his world
of black magic. And the forces she calls on in her
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quest for the truth will make her capable of things
that some will do anything to control

The Scarpetta Factor
“Feathers—no matter what size or shape or color—are
all the same, if you think about them. They’re soft.
Delicate. But the secret thing about feathers is . . .
they are very strong.” In the pre-Katrina glow of New
Orleans, Amanda Salassi is anxious about
chaperoning her daughter’s sixth-grade field trip to
the Big Easy during Halloween. And then her worst
fears come true. Her daughter’s best friend, Sarah,
disappears amid the magic and revelry—gone,
without a trace. Unable to cope with her guilt,
Amanda’s daughter sinks into depression. And
Amanda’s husband turns destructive as he watches
his family succumb to grief. Before long, Amanda’s
whole world has collapsed. Amanda knows she has to
save herself before it’s too late. As she continues to
search for Sarah, she embarks on a personal journey,
seeking hope and purpose in the wake of so much
tragedy and loss. Set amidst the murky parishes of
rural Louisiana and told through the eyes of two
women who confront the darkest corners of humanity
with quiet and unbreakable faith, The Feathered Bone
is Julie Cantrell’s master portrait of love in a fallen
world.

The Bone House
Bone Gap
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The twentieth book in the Kay Scarpetta series, from
No. 1 bestselling author Patricia Cornwell. 'America's
most chilling writer of crime fiction' The Times A
woman has vanished while digging a dinosaur bone
bed in the remote wilderness of Canada. Somehow,
the only evidence has made its way to the inbox of
Chief Medical Examiner Kay Scarpetta, over two
thousand miles away in Boston. She has no idea why.
But as events unfold with alarming speed, Scarpetta
begins to suspect the paleontologist's disappearance
is connected to a series of crimes much closer to
home: a gruesome murder, inexplicable tortures, and
trace evidence from the last living creatures of the
dinosaur age. When she turns to those around her,
Scarpetta finds that the danger and suspicion have
penetrated even her closest circles. Her niece Lucy
speaks in riddles. Her lead investigator Pete Marino
and FBI husband Benton Wesley have secrets of their
own. Feeling alone and betrayed, Scarpetta is
tempted by someone from her past as she tracks a
killer both cunning and cruel. Praise for Patricia
Cornwell 'Slick, fast-paced and brilliant' Heat 'Cuttingedge' Sun 'A pioneer of the genre of forensic
psychological thriller' BBC 'America's most stimulating
and chilling writer of crime fiction' The Times
'Devilishly clever' Sunday Times 'She is a brilliant
writer and I was absolutely gripped' Mail on Sunday
'The top gun in this field' Daily Telegraph 'Forget the
pretenders. Cornwell reigns' Mirror 'The Agatha
Christie of the DNA age' Express 'One of the best
crime writers writing today' Guardian 'Few writers
match Patricia Cornwell when it comes to writing
crime and her latest Scarpetta novel is one of her
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best' Daily Express 'When it comes to the forensic
sciences, nobody can touch Cornwell' New York Times
Book Review

The Poison Bed: A Novel
In this provocative thriller, forensic expert Kay
Scarpetta is surrounded by familiar faces, yet
traveling down the unfamiliar road of fame. It is the
week before Christmas. A tanking economy has
prompted Dr. Kay Scarpetta—despite her busy
schedule and her continuing work as the senior
forensic analyst for CNN—to offer her services pro
bono to New York City’s Office of the Chief Medical
Examiner. In no time at all, her increased visibility
seems to precipitate a string of unexpected and
unsettling events, culminating in an ominous
package—possibly a bomb—showing up at the front
desk of the apartment building where she and her
husband, Benton, live. Soon the apparent threat on
Scarpetta’s life finds her embroiled in a surreal plot
that includes a famous actor accused of an
unthinkable sex crime and the disappearance of a
beautiful millionaire with whom her niece, Lucy,
seems to have shared a secret past. Scarpetta’s CNN
producer wants her to launch a TV show called The
Scarpetta Factor. Given the bizarre events already in
play, she fears that her growing fame will generate
the illusion that she has a “special factor,” a mythical
ability to solve all her cases. She wonders if she will
end up like other TV personalities: her own
stereotype.
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The Bone Shard Daughter
FRIENDSHIP BETWEEN WHITE AND BLACK in 1950s
Tennessee. Tony Johnston draws on her own
childhood memories to limn a portrait of a sensitive
and compassionate boy fighting for a friendship his
father forbids. David's daddy is determined that his
son will grow up to be a doctor like himself. David
studies the human bones, and secretly teaches them
in turn to his black friend, Malcolm. In a rage, Dr.
Church forbids Malcolm to ever enter their home--and
threatens to kill him if he does. David tries to change
his daddy's mind. but when Malcolm crosses the line,
Dr. Church grabs his shotgun.

The Feathered Bone
Receiving a grisly communication in the wake of an
eminent Canadian paleontologist's disappearance,
Kay Scarpetta investigates the discovery of a body in
Boston Harbor and clues about other unsolved cases,
a situation that makes Scarpetta wonder who she can
trust.

The Bone Bed
Kay Scarpetta accepts an assignment in New York
City, where she learns the story of Oscar Bane, an
injured psychiatric patient who claims he was
attacked by a stalker who was killing someone else at
the time.

Ruth, a Portrait
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Brothers Oren and Josh disappear into the woods.
Only Oren comes out. Twenty years later, the mystery
of what happened to Josh is going to be exposed, and
somebody is finally sending him home-bone by bone.

Port Mortuary
A spooky and adventurous debut illustrated fantasy
novel about a girl made of dust and bone and
imagination who seeks the truth about the magic that
brought her to life. Featuring illustrations by Matt
Saunders! "This magical story—and the brave girl in
its pages—will haunt you in the best way." —Natalie
Lloyd, New York Times bestselling author of Over the
Moon “Remember, my dear, you do not really and
truly exist.” Irréelle fears she’s not quite real. Only the
finest magical thread tethers her to life—and to Miss
Vesper. But for all her efforts to please her cruel
creator, the thread is unraveling. Irréelle is forgetful
as she gathers bone dust. She is slow returning from
the dark passages beneath the cemetery. Worst of all,
she is unmindful of her crooked bones. When Irréelle
makes one final, unforgivable mistake by destroying a
frightful creature just brought to life, Miss Vesper
threatens to imagine her away once and for all.
Defying her creator for the very first time, Irréelle
flees to the underside of the graveyard and embarks
on an adventure to unearth the mysterious magic that
breathes bones to life, even if it means she will return
to dust and be no more. With echoes of Neil Gaiman's
The Graveyard Book, debut author Heather Kassner's
The Bone Garden is a gorgeously written
story--illustrated by Matt Saunders--humming with
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magic, mystery, and dark imaginings. Perfect for fans
of Holly Black, Jonathan Auxier, and Katherine Arden.
Praise for The Bone Garden "A gorgeously creepy tale
with a timeless feel. With her vulnerability and
courage, Irréelle is a heroine you can't help but love."
—Elly Blake, New York Times bestselling author of
Nightblood "[Evokes] the dreamy tone and themes of
Neil Gaiman’s Coraline and The Graveyard Book . . .
an impressive new fairy tale that will appeal to fans of
Lisa Graff’s subtly magical stories." —Booklist "The
pages of this book are filled with imagination
incarnate—in the form of a haunting heroine made
from dust, bone, and a heart of gold. A deliciously
dark, unique tale!" —MarcyKate Connolly, author of
Shadow Weaver.

Chaos
After witnessing a mob hit, surgeon Jack Francisco is
put into protective custody to keep him safe until he
can testify. A hitman known only as D is blackmailed
into killing Jack, but when he tracks him down, his
weary conscience won't allow him to murder an
innocent man. Finding in each other an unlikely ally,
Jack and D are soon on the run from shadowy
enemies. Forced to work together to survive, the two
men forge a bond that ripens into unexpected
passion. Jack sees the wounded soul beneath D's cold,
detached exterior, and D finds in Jack the person who
can help him reclaim the man he once was. As the
day of Jack's testimony approaches, he and D find
themselves not only fighting for their lives but also
fighting for their future. A future together.
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Shadow and Bone
A new Outlander novel — the seventh — from #1
National Bestselling author Diana Gabaldon. Readers
have been waiting with bated breath for the seventh
volume in bestselling author Diana Gabaldon’s epic
Outlander saga — a masterpiece of historical fiction
featuring Jamie and Claire, from one of the genre’s
most popular and beloved authors. Jamie Fraser,
erstwhile Jacobite and reluctant rebel, knows three
things about the American rebellion: the Americans
will win, unlikely as that seems in 1778; being on the
winning side is no guarantee of survival; and he’d
rather die than face his illegitimate son — a young
lieutenant in the British Army — across the barrel of a
gun. Fraser’s time-travelling wife, Claire, also knows a
couple of things: that the Americans will win, but that
the ultimate price of victory is a mystery. What she
does believe is that the price won’t include Jamie’s life
or happiness — not if she has anything to say. Claire’s
grown daughter Brianna, and her husband, Roger,
watch the unfolding of Brianna’s parents’ history — a
past that may be sneaking up behind their own
family. From the Hardcover edition.

NYPD Red
Connor is sure his best friend, Branwell, couldn't have
hurt Branwell's baby half sister, Nikki. But Nikki lies in
a coma, and Branwell is in a juvenile behavioral
center, suspected of a horrible crime and unable to
utter the words to tell what really happened. Connor
is the only one who might be able to break through
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Branwell's wall of silence. But how can he prove
Branwell didn't commit the unspeakable act of which
he's accused — when Branwell can't speak for
himself?

Scarpetta
National Book Award Finalist * Printz Award Winner for
Best Young Adult Book of the Year “Ruby’s novel
deserves to be read and reread. It is powerful,
beautiful, extraordinary.”—School Library Journal
Everyone knows Bone Gap is full of gaps. So when
young, beautiful Roza went missing, the people of
Bone Gap weren’t surprised. But Finn knows what
really happened to Roza. He knows she was
kidnapped by a dangerous man whose face he cannot
remember. As we follow the stories of Finn, Roza, and
the people of Bone Gap, acclaimed author Laura Ruby
weaves a tale of the ways in which the face the world
sees is never the sum of who we are.

Silent to the Bone
A spellbinding thriller set in the Jacobean Court of
1615 surrounding a famed couple imprisoned on
suspicion of murder—but was it Lord Robert or Lady
Frances who committed the crime? A marriage. A
murder. One of them did it. Which of them will die for
it? In the autumn of 1615, scandal rocks the Jacobean
court, when a celebrated couple, Robert and Frances
Carr, are imprisoned on suspicion of murder. Frances
is young, captivating, and from a notorious family.
She has been rescued from an abusive marriage by
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Robert, and is determined to make a new life for
herself. Whatever the price. Robert is one of the
richest and most famous men in the kingdom. He has
risen from nothing to become one of the country’s
most powerful men. But to get to the top, you cannot
help making enemies. Some believe she is innocent;
others think her wicked or insane. He claims no
knowledge of the murder. The king suspects them
both, though it is his secret at stake. Now a man is
dead. And someone must pay with their life. Who is
telling the truth? Who has the most to lose? And who
is willing to commit murder?

The Bone Garden
#1 New York Times bestselling author Patricia
Cornwell returns with the remarkable twenty-fourth
thriller in her popular high-stakes series starring
medical examiner Dr. Kay Scarpetta. In the quiet of
twilight, on an early autumn day, twenty-six-year-old
Elisa Vandersteel is killed while riding her bicycle
along the Charles River. It appears she was struck by
lightning—except the weather is perfectly clear with
not a cloud in sight. Dr. Kay Scarpetta, the Cambridge
Forensic Center’s director and chief, decides at the
scene that this is no accidental Act of God. Her
investigation becomes complicated when she begins
receiving a flurry of bizarre poems from an
anonymous cyberbully who calls himself Tailend
Charlie. Though subsequent lab results support
Scarpetta’s conclusions, the threatening messages
don’t stop. When the tenth poem arrives exactly
twenty-four hours after Elisa’s death, Scarpetta
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begins to suspect the harasser is involved, and
sounds the alarm to her investigative partner Pete
Marino and her husband, FBI analyst Benton Wesley.
She also enlists the help of her niece, Lucy. But to
Scarpetta’s surprise, tracking the slippery Tailend
Charlie is nearly impossible, even for someone as
brilliant as her niece. Also, Lucy can’t explain how this
anonymous nemesis could have access to private
information. To make matters worse, a venomous
media is whipping the public into a frenzy,
questioning the seasoned forensics chief’s judgment
and "a quack cause of death on a par with
spontaneous combustion."

The Bone Houses
Includes excerpt from: Rizzoli & Isles: Die again.

Naked to the Bone
"An unexpected teenage pregnancy pulls together
two families from different social classes, and exposes
the private hopes, disappointments, and longings that
can bind or divide us from each other. Moving forward
and backward in time, [the] novel uncovers the role
that history and community have played in the
experiences, decisions, and relationships of these
families, and in the life of the new child."--Publisher
marketing.

The Bone Bed
"One of the best debut fantasy novels of the
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year."--BuzzFeed News "An amazing start to a new
trilogy."--Culturess "It grabs you by the heart and the
throat from the first pages and doesn't let go."-- Sarah
J. Maas The Bone Shard Daughter is an unmissable
fantasy debut from a major new voice in epic fantasy
-- a stunning tale of magic, mystery, and revolution in
which the former heir to the emperor will fight to
reclaim her power and her place on the throne. The
emperor's reign has lasted for decades, his mastery of
bone shard magic powering the animal-like constructs
that maintain law and order. But now his rule is
failing, and revolution is sweeping across the Empire's
many islands. Lin is the emperor's daughter and
spends her days trapped in a palace of locked doors
and dark secrets. When her father refuses to
recognise her as heir to the throne, she vows to prove
her worth by mastering the forbidden art of bone
shard magic. Yet such power carries a great cost, and
when the revolution reaches the gates of the palace,
Lin must decide how far she is willing to go to claim
her birthright - and save her people. "Epic fantasy at
its most human and heartfelt . . . inventive,
adventurous and wonderfully written." -- Alix E.
Harrow "Utterly absorbing. I adored it." -- Emily
Duncan "A thoroughly fantastic read." -- Kevin Hearne
"Stewart's debut is sharp and compelling. It will hook
readers in and make them fiercely anticipate the rest
of the series." -- Booklist "Groundbreaking epic
fantasy for a new age." -- Tasha Suri "Begins with a
spark of intrigue that ignites into a thrilling
adventure." -- Hafsah Faizal

The White Bone
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In 1381 in England, a hunting dog recounts what
happens to his beloved master Rufus and his family
when they are arrested on suspicion of being part of
the peasants' rebellion led by Wat Tyler and the
preacher John Ball.

An Echo in the Bone
In this blockbuster novel from bestselling author
Kathy Reichs, forensic anthropologist Temperance
Brennan investigates what looks to be a typical
missing person case, only to find herself digging up
bones possibly left by a serial killer, a cult, or perhaps
something not entirely of this world. For every case
that Temperance Brennan has solved, there remain
numerous bodies that remain unidentified in her lab.
Information on some of these cold cases is available
online, where amateur detectives sometimes take a
stab at solving cases. When Tempe gets a call from
Hazel “Lucky” Strike, a web sleuth who believes she’s
successfully connected a body in Tempe’s lab to a
missing eighteen-year-old girl, Tempe writes it off as
another false alarm. Still reeling from her mother’s
diagnosis and the shock of Andrew Ryan’s potentially
life-change proposal, Tempe has little patience for
chasing false leads. But when the bones in the lab
match the missing girl’s medical records, Tempe reopens the case, returning to the spot where her
remains were originally found. What seems at first to
be an isolated tragedy takes on a more sinister cast
as Tempe uncovers two more sets of bones nearby.
Even more troubling is that the area is known as a
viewing point for a famous unexplained light
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phenomenon, and that a local cult nearby has
significant interest in the site. Tempe’s suspicions
turn to murder by ritual sacrifice—a theory that gains
even more urgency when Hazel herself turns up dead.
Struggling to follow the tracks of a killer who will do
anything not to be discovered, Tempe races to solve
the murders and unravel the mysteries surrounding
the site before the body count climbs higher. A
suspenseful addition to Temperance Brennan’s story,
Speaking in Bones proves that Kathy’s pulse-pounding
Bones series never slows down.

Drive Your Plow Over the Bones of the
Dead
Buffy the Vampire Slayer meets Sky in the Deep in
this bewitching historical horror novel, perfect for fans
of Holly Black and V.E. Schwab. Seventeen-year-old
Aderyn ("Ryn") only cares about two things: her
family and her family's graveyard. And right now,
both are in dire straits. Since the death of their
parents, Ryn and her siblings have been scraping
together a meager existence as gravediggers in the
remote village of Colbren, which sits at the foot of a
harsh and deadly mountain range that was once
home to the fae. The problem with being a
gravedigger in Colbren, though, is that the dead don't
always stay dead. The risen corpses are known as
"bone houses," and legend says that they're the
result of a decades-old curse. When Ellis, an
apprentice mapmaker with a mysterious past, arrives
in town, the bone houses attack with new ferocity.
What is it that draws them near? And more
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importantly, how can they be stopped for good?
Together, Ellis and Ryn embark on a journey that will
take them into the heart of the mountains, where
they will have to face both the curse and the deeplyburied truths about themselves. Equal parts classic
horror novel and original fairy tale, The Bone Houses
will have you spellbound from the very first page. An
instant IndieBound bestseller!

Magic to the Bone
Presents a history of such technology as X-rays,
computerized tomography, magnetic resonance
imaging, and ultrasound, and shows the effects of
their use in literature, art, movies, and legal cases

The Bone Bed
WINNER OF THE NATIONAL BOOK AWARD 2011

The Bone Mother
A woman has vanished while digging a dinosaur bone
bed in the remote wilderness of Canada. Somehow,
the only evidence has made its way to the inbox of
Chief Medical Examiner Kay Scarpetta, over two
thousand miles away in Boston. She has no idea why.
But as events unfold with alarming speed, Scarpetta
begins to suspect that the paleontologist’s
disappearance is connected to a series of crimes
much closer to home: a gruesome murder,
inexplicable tortures, and trace evidence from the last
living creatures of the dinosaur age. When she turns
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to those around her, Scarpetta finds that the danger
and suspicion have penetrated even her closest
circles. Her niece Lucy speaks in riddles. Her lead
investigator, Pete Marino, and FBI forensic
psychologist and husband, Benton Wesley, have
secrets of their own. Feeling alone and betrayed,
Scarpetta is tempted by someone from her past as
she tracks a killer both cunning and cruel.

Topics in Osteoporosis
In a remote Polish village, Janina devotes the dark
winter days to studying astrology, translating the
poetry of William Blake, and taking care of the
summer homes of wealthy Warsaw residents. Her
reputation as a crank and a recluse is amplified by her
not-so-secret preference for the company of animals
over humans. Then a neighbor, Big Foot, turns up
dead. Soon other bodies are discovered, in
increasingly strange circumstances. As suspicions
mount, Janina inserts herself into the investigation,
certain that she knows whodunit. If only anyone would
pay her mind . . .

Dust
A portrait of the wife of the evangelist, Billy Graham,
recounts Ruth Graham's impoverished childhood in
China, her religious development, and her influence
on her famous husband

Bone by Bone by Bone
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Finalist for the Shirley Jackson Award: “Beautiful and
brutal nightmares . . . made all the more terrifying by
the history in which they’re grounded.” —Publishers
Weekly, starred review Three neighboring villages on
the Ukrainian/Romanian border are the final refuge
for the last of the mythical creatures of Eastern
Europe. Now, on the eve of the war that may
eradicate their kind—and with the ruthless Night
Police descending upon their sanctuary—they tell
their stories and confront their destinies. The Rusalka,
the beautiful, vengeful water spirit who lives in lakes
and ponds and lures men and children to their deaths.
The Vovkulaka, who changes from her human form
into that of a wolf and hides with her kind deep in the
densest forests. The Strigoi, a revenant who feasts on
blood and twists the minds of those who love, serve,
and shelter him. The Drevniye, an apparition that
impersonates its victim and draws him into a web of
evil in order to free itself. And the Bone Mother, a
skeletal crone with iron teeth who lurks in her house
in the heart of the woods, and cooks and eats those
who fail her vexing challenges. Eerie and unsettling
like the best fairy tales, these incisor-sharp portraits
of ghosts, witches, sirens, and seers—and the mortals
who live at their side and in their thrall—will chill your
marrow and tear at your heart. “A fable filled with
mythical creatures ranging from werewolves to
witches . . . set, in part, among the villages of eastern
Europe on the eve of the Second World War.” —The
Globe and Mail (Toronto) “Extraordinary . . . A dark
and shining mosaic of a story with unforgettable
imagery and elegant, evocative prose.” —Publishers
Weekly, starred review Longlisted for the 2017
Scotiabank Giller Prize Winner of the 2018 Sunburst
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Award Longlisted for the 2018 Toronto Book Awards
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